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Aspira'on na'on and Theresa’s ‘Great
Meritocracy’

X-Factor culture fuelled the UK riots … Kids believe that their
stepping stone to massive money is the X Factor. Luck is great,
but most of life is hard work. We do not celebrate people
who’ve made success out of serious hard work.

Critiques
• ‘Aspirations deﬁcit’ consistently debunked
• Hierarchy of socially-approved pathways
• Obscures external constraints and inequalities
The debate on ‘aspiration’ constructs young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds as deﬁcient, conﬂates economic and
social equality discourses and individualises structural problems.
(Spohrer 2011)
Aspiration becomes a ‘rhetorical device that seeks to whitewash a
neoliberal economic and political project and the staggering
inequalities it produces’ (Tyler & Bennett 2015: 6).

Youth, austerity and the post-crash landscape
•

Increased poverty rates, including in work-poverty (Tinson et al 2016)

•

Highest rate of underemployment (TUC 2016); Over half of employed
graduates found in non-graduate roles (ONS 2015)

•

Disproportionately hit by welfare cuts including housing beneﬁts

•

Increasing private debt

•

Housing crisis and ‘Generation Rent’ (Dorling 2014)

•

Narrative of generational decline; Youth positioned as ‘lost generation’;
‘suspended adulthood’; ‘robbed of their futures’ (or as ‘snowﬂakes’)

‘Austere Meritocracy’
‘In Britain the powerful language of aspiration, social mobility and opportunity for
all to rise through the social structure has not become muted, despite a double-dip
recession, still growing inequality, and a historically unprecedented drop in living
standards for the working majority. On the contrary: it has escalated…. The
ability to ‘believe in yourself’ …. is primary. Hope and promise become more
integral in an unequal society in which hard work alone has less chance of reaping
the prizes. (Jo Littler, 2013: 65-6)
‘The concept of Austere Meritocracy encapsulates the pivotal tension between the
incitement of young people to aspire and invest in the idea of meritocracy and the
dramatic erosion of opportunities for upward social mobility. This is an instance of
what Lauren Berlant (2011) identiﬁes as “cruel optimism:; young people must
remain attached to aspiration, success and happiness…and to invest in the idea of
the “good life” at the very time that opportunities for “upward mobility, job
security, political and social equality and lively, durable intimacy’ are
dissipating” (Berlant, 2011: 3)’. (Mendick et al, forthcoming: 2)

Neoliberal pedagogies:
celebrity culture and utopias of self-suﬃciency
‘In consumer and celebrity cultures [we detect]
neoliberal fantasies of success … endless
refashioning of the ‘self’ … and utopias of selfsuﬃciency’ (Hall et al, 2013: 19)

“Where I excel is ridiculous, sickening work ethic.
W h i l e t h e o t h e r s g u y ’s s l e e p i n g, I ’ m
working….Whatever goal you want to reach,
whatever you want to do in life, your success
originates from your attitude” (Will Smith)

Approaching celebrity
1)

As a disciplinary technology that circulates austere meritocracy's
discourses, values and subject positions

2) As a sense-making resource as they think about their future and
negotiate ideas of success, opportunity, aspiration, and questions of
structure and agency
Celebrity provides cultural resources that young people ‘can, at diﬀerent
moments, “talk with” and “think with’’ (Kehily and Nayak, 2008, 330)
Celebrity as an everyday cultural practice operating alongside schooling
(structures of assessment, curriculum and pedagogy), family, peers, policy and
labour market structures to mediate young people’s aspirations, imagined
futures and decision-making

The project
ESRC-funded (2012-14) qualitative research project
Six secondary schools (11-18) in three areas of
England (London, Manchester and South West),
rural and urban, reﬂective of local demographics
148 young people (14-17; Years 10 and 12)
Group and individual interviews about
engagement with celebrity; educational and family
biographies; aspirations and future transitions
*Celebrity Imagination exercise
Textual analysis of 12 case study celebrities’ media
representation over period of 3 months

‘The only thing that gets in the way of success is
yourself’
‘I’d say the only thing that stops you from achieving your dreams is you…
You have to constantly believe in yourself, you have to constantly know that
if you wanna do it, you have to put your mindset (sic) to it and do it…Like
you need to know where your weaknesses are…I can happily say that my
weakness would be writing my Personal Statement, it’s hard. Like I am
ﬁnding it hard to write a whole page about myself and what I’ve done, and
stuﬀ like that. But I am pushing through it, like I’m learning how to do it.
I’m learning all my mistakes, learning from them and stuﬀ. ..And there are
people would say ‘Yeah. But then what about the people around you? What
if they’re pulling you back? Bla bla bla’ The only reason they’re pulling you
back is because you’re letting them pull you back. If they were really pulling
you back, it’s still on yourself, because you can be smart enough to walk
away, or you can just be stupid and just stand there, while they ruin the rest
of your life for you, and then end up blaming it all on them. When really it
was just yourself. So the only thing that gets in the way of success, is
yourself.’
(Edward, London, 16-17)

Some dreams are impossible.… Like if someone were to
say to you “I’m gonna be the ﬁrst person to ﬂy. I’m
gonna be like superman”. They’ll be trying their whole
life to ﬂy and they’ll never get it, because it’s not in our
nature, we’re not people who can ﬂy…..
I’m working class [slight laugh], my whole family is
working class, and there are like really – well how can I
put it? Like universities like Oxford and Cambridge,
around here we don’t even look at them. [mm] It’s like
even if we are getting amazing grades and stuﬀ we’re
not coming out of a grammar school or one of those like
private schools, where you have to continuously pay
money every year. So we’re less likely to get a place. So
have dreams but be realistic.
So, I’d say that’s the only thing that probably will hold
you back, but it’s not holding me back to the point
where I can’t do what I wanna do. [mm] So yeah.

“A good and steady
life”
‘Just having a good and steady life, I don't care
about having millions of pounds. If I have children,
just to give my children a normal and stable life,
like my mum gave us. Because she was a single
mum. And I want to prove to my father's family
like ‘I grew up well without your help’.
‘Beyonce shows that women can do a lot without
a male … she ﬁred her father as a manager, and
decided to manage herself. …[She’s] a very good
person to look up to.’
(Mariam, Manchester, 16-17)

‘What might stop people achieving their dreams? Erm, if you work hard
you will get what you want, even though everyone has to meet
obstacles in life. You know, life isn't life without having a problem. You
know, it’s your role to ﬁnd out what you want to do. If you just work
hard and try hard, it will be ... you will be secure of a future, your goal,
you will achieve it’
I think the only one thing that’s stopping me is myself. I tend to be
lazy…. So I think the only one that's helping me is myself. If I want to
do something, I will do it, I just need to mentally just reach into myself
and have a mind of ‘I will do this, I can do this’ … I guess I need to
change myself, be more determined’

‘Maybe the best I can isn’t what I want to do’:
The burden of success?
If I didn’t have the ability to get good grades … none of this would be here. I
would be expected to just scrape a job and just try and scrape through, you
know … That option isn’t available to me.… At any point of my life, I couldn’t
have turned around to my parents and say I’m not going to university’
I've had it hammered into me, even when I was just in primary school they were
having a go at me. ‘If you get good grades you can go to university and get a
good job’. And I hate it! I don't know if it's just the reaction to that, but it's been
hammered into me by so many people…. parents, relatives, teachers etc are “but
we’re just trying to make you do the best you can”. But maybe the best I can isn’t
what I want to do... I do kind of want to go [to Oxbridge], it’s just I don’t want, I
don’t know, I don’t know what I want.
(Dumbledore, South West, 16-17)

‘I’d love to be famous and I don’t care what anyone says’.
hedonism and resisting ‘success’
My ideal lifestyle would be I’d do something I love doing and I’m passionate
about, and get away with, you know, good partying.
[Balotelli] just sounds like he doesn’t care … Like setting ﬁreworks oﬀ in your
bathroom, because you can. Driving around in your car with £10,000 … in his own
words, ‘because I am rich’, and then throwing it to people because he can. It’s
just, I’d love to be able to do that.
I've heard some amazing stories of [Liam] just walking into a pub and saying… I'll
buy everyone hear a drink, and just chilling for hours with his fans just talking’

‘Then you’re too old to have any fun, and then you die.’
‘I’ll earn as much money as I can and then blow the money on the rest of the
gap year doing all the things I want to do that I see I won’t be able to do later
on in life’.
‘I get stuck in maybe a well-paid job maybe, it’s
like eight or nine in the morning to like ﬁve or
six at night, and I commute away from
wherever I’m working to my little family house
and my little family. A stereotypical family with
a little stereotypical family portrait on the wall,
and we sit down and have dinner together,
maybe watch a bit of TV and then go to bed.
Wake up in the morning and the next, same
thing. In a little suburban house. … And then
you retire and you’re too old to have any fun,
and then you die.’

